Take charge of your business with PULSE Dashboard Reporting Software
Production Module
PULSE DASHBOARD is revolutionary software that lets you leverage your Macola® investment in a new way —with
real-time display of vital business metrics, and detailed analysis with the click of a mouse. You will be able to track
critical factors for your business, on-screen and real-time. Other PULSE modules include Financial, Customer
Service, Sales and Marketing, Inventory, Purchasing, Production and Material Requirements.

PULSE Dashboard adds value to your Macola® investment
-

Manage with real-time data, on-screen, company-wide, all the time
Inconsistencies between reports from different departments are eliminated
Important metrics not found in standard Macola® software
One-click drill-down to view details & One-click report writer generates custom reports
Export all data to Excel/printer/PDF/e-mail Installation & training in an afternoon

PULSE Production Control gives visibility on production not available elsewhere
-

For both Macola® Production Order Processing (POP) and Shop Floor Control (SFC) methods of production
Components Causing Shortages to pinpoint production orders due the next x days that have shortages
Production Schedule to view week by week production scheduled over the next 12 weeks. Drill-down to
view the details of each production order
Production Aging report shows the dollar value and quantity of the backlog and in-process orders in
weekly and monthly categories to better manage production
Production Order Exceptions to view production orders not released and orders completed but not closed
Production Orders to be Completed to view all past-due orders as well as orders to be completed
Reported Production to view recently reported production and orders that may be set to completed
Modify Macola® POP Orders to change Due Dates and Report Production on POP Orders

PULSE pinpoints raw material and component shortages
View raw materials and components needed for production orders with due dates over the next X days. Drilldown to view each production order and any replenishment orders and their dates.
Below, 192 Frames for past due orders are needed. Drill-down to view the underlying details to find 8 pending
production and two pending purchase order receipts that will satisfy the demand. BUT the purchase orders will
arrive too late to meet production due dates.

View the production schedule over the next 12 weeks
Conveniently view the production orders by week. Drill-down to view the details of each order. Make multiple
copies of this screen to show the schedule for individual product lines.

View the cost value of existing and future production orders
Use this screen to assist in planning in-process and upcoming orders by showing the dollar value of inventory
needed to complete these orders. The aging categories are user-defined.

Production exceptions
Drill-down to view production orders not released, orders completed but not closed and all shortages.

Orders to be completed
Quickly view all past-due orders as well as orders to be completed this week. Optionally include unreleased as
well a dependent orders.

Reported production
Conveniently view recently reported production.

Shop Floor Detail View
When using the Macola® Shop Floor Control manufacturing method see complete Planned and Actual
Cost/Quantity/Hours information on all Operations, Materials and Outside Processes of each Shop Order.

Please call our PULSE support desk us with questions and comments at
(513) 723-8095 or Support@PULSEDashboard.com
We encourage your phone calls with suggestions for making our software work better for
your organization. We also offer custom modifications, but if your suggestions will be
applicable to other users, they are made at no charge.
Visit www.PULSEDashboard.com
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